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I. The President began the meeting with the remark that 
he 'would like to have tvio subjec t matters covered. Firs t" 
he de~ired to have a report from the Board on the progress 
made thus far in its assessment of the Soviet and Chinese 
strategic threat. Next, the President said he would like to 
hear from the Board members regarding their appraisal of our 
intelligence; how good is our intelligence product; and how 
can we :improve it. 

XI. Chairman Taylor quoted the language used by the President 
when he gave the Board its threat assessment task. Chairman 
Taylor referred to the Board's interpretition of its task 
as beihg a charge to n~intain a continuing assessment of the 
threat not only as it relates to t,he ABM question, but in 
i~s, relationship to other matters of national security interest 
The Chairman pointed out that in carrying out its assessment 
task,,' the Board had limited its attention primarily to 
foreign intelligence aspects. 

III. The Chairman introduced each Panel Chairman in turn. 
Messrs~' Anderson" Gray and Lincoln discussed briefly the 
highlights of the assessments "lhich theitr Panels. have made 
thus far with respect to the Chinese and Soviet strategic 
threat. 

TV. In the course of the meeting" the President made a 
number of remarks bearing directly upon the activities of 
the Board" and in some instances the President made specific 
assignments to the Board. The highlights of the President's 
remarks are as follows. 

V. The Presiden t is looking fOTi'lard to recel.vl.ng the November 
report of the Board on the results of its assessment of the 
Chinese and Soviet strategic threat. The President considers 
that November 30 is a particularly good time for him to 
receive this report, having in mind that it will be useful to 1 
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in connection with budget decisions which will be made in 
December. 

VI. r£he President \'lanted to make sure that the B08.rd has 
access to the highest classified intell:i.gence information 
available with respect to the Soviet Union, and he was 
assured that this is the case. The President indicated 
that he is particularly impressed by the quality and 
utili ty of reconnaissance photography '",hieh is produced 
by the intelligence communi,ty. 

VII. The President asked that the following matters be 
deal t vri th in the forthcoming Board report of November 30: 

1. Noting that over the past five years the Governmentfs 
intelligence estimates regarding Soviet capabilities have 
proved to have been on the 10\.,r side, the, President asked 
that thi.s fact be brought out in the Board's November report, 
with examples of the 'disparity in projections made in previous 
years as against that \'/hich is known iArith respect to succeeding 
years. 

'-'"2~:' 'The -President asked that the Board bear dO\'JD hard 
on the 'subjec't of NIRV. (The President noted that pressures 
are arising in the Congress for an announcement by the 
Administration that there will be no tests of a U.S. MIRV. 
The President recognizes that U. ,S. intelligence people in 
some instances are reluctant to credit the Soviet Union 'tli th 
seeking a MIRV capability, but the President is impressed 
by indications that the Soviets have some form of a MIRV 
in the \~orks, and they at least appear to have a "leapon 
wi th multiple \'larheads. This situation prompts the President 
to reject the "soft thinkingll on the part of those 1,n this 
coun try \'1ho say that Vie should not proceed "~i th ~iIRV tes ting. ) 

3~ The President asked the Board to include in its 
November report such recommendations as it may have, with a 
vie"l tmlard the improvement of. national intelligence estimates 
and--i'eports '\'1hich are provided to the President by the U.S. 
intelligencecor~unity. The President indicated that he finds 
the present form and content of the reports to be unsatisfactor, 
and inadequate for his purposes, in the following respects: 

(a) The language of estimates is often obtus~ 

(b) It is difficult to base policy decisions upon 
the equivocal nature of some of the intelligehce estimates. 
The President was particularly critical of those estimates he 
has seen Ylhich mix factual information with opinions of the 

,es tima tors. The President would prefer to receive an intelligel 
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e which lays out the facts; as distinguished from 
wi erpretations of those facts. 

(c) President expressed agreement with the 
view stated by Dr. Kissinger that it would be helpful if 
national lligence estimates were to clearly set forth 
the assumptions upon \'lhich findings and conclusions are 
predic d. 

(d) The President would· prefer that national 
intelligence estimates avoid "playing the nU .. fnbers game. II 

In other Hords, \',hen estimates go beyond the factual aspects 
of near:-term appraisals of Soviet strategic strength.') it is 
more useful to project trends in general terms rather than 
attempting to speculate on Soviet intentions in terms of 
numbers of '·leapons • 

.... VIII. In making a general commentary on the u.s. f()reign 
intelligence effort.') the President saict that he considers 
the hard intelligence we are getting" 1s very good, but the 
intelligence estimates which he receives are virtually 
worthless. 

IX.;The ·President as"ked Board member Franklin D. Murphy 
to give him in '\Tri ting the thoughts which Dr. Murphy had 
expressed to the President concerning the great importance 

" .. -which the"" U.- "S. intelligence community should attach to 
the development of human agent i7;1telligence SOUl'ces world
wide. Dr. Murphy had expressed the thought that although 
~ .. e_ .. Da'Ve seen remarkable advances in the .development of 
scientific and technical collection systems~ and although 
continued activity along these lines must receive high-level 
budgetary and other support, the value of human agent cOl
lectionmust be recognized. Dr. Murphy pointed out that 
through our scientific collection means we can see military 

"hardvlare, but "Te need human agent intelligence sources to 
ascertain intentions with respect to"the use of that hardware. 

X. The President stated that he sees t'.'l'O grave deficiencies 
-in the U. S. intelligence- "effort at this time: (1) a lack· 
of sufficient human intelligence collection sources and (2) 
the absence of political and other covert action operations. 
(The President mentioned the success and significance of 
previous operations by the United States in Guatemala, 
Iran, and other places.) 
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the President asked that a 
panel be estab for the purpose of studying 

U. S. foreign intelligence collection efforts with respect 
to the countrj.es in th.is geographical area. He sees an 
urgent need for achieving improvements in our knm-rledge 
of these countries as the basis for formulation of U. S. 
foreign policies. 

XII. Referring again to the Hiddle East Situation, the 
President said he Vlould like for Ambassador Murphy and 
one or tvlO other Board members to vis it some of these 
count.ries and see what is going·on. The President 
specifically mentioned Morocco, Tunisia, and Libya. 
The President emphasized that these visits "Tould not be 
made in the ca.paci ty of Board members. 

) 

XIILThe'President stated' that he wished at this time to 
change tne Board I s assignment in one respect:· the Presid'ent 
will continue to look to the Board as being primarily re- , 
sponsible for revie"! and recommendations v1i th respect to 

.the U.S. foreign intelligence effort and its product. In 
addition, the President wishes to rece~ve from time to .time 
the views of:the Board w~th respect to U. S. foreign policy 
matters (for example, shall '-Ie iet the Middle East go dO\m, 
the drain?). The President pointed out that the Board 
members do not have any bureaucratic attachments and are . 
in a position to make sound recommendations to the President 
with respect to foreign policy matters. 

XIV. With reference to the recent coup in Libya, the 
President emphasized that we had no advance intelligence 
whatsoever. 

XV. Noting the prospect of SALT negotiations, the President 
said that it is absolutely, essential f<;>r the U.S. to' have 
available the highest quality of ~ntelligence pertinent to 
this subject. 

.. " .. . A. R. Ash 
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